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ABSTRACT: Institutional archives with community documentation missions face problems of limited resources and community resistance in developing collections. Inspired by field experience and archival literature, the authors propose one possible solution that can be a stand-alone project or an adjunct to traditional collection development. Their distributed archives model envisions one-on-one partnerships between institutional archives and community partners to share authority over appraisal and selection while leaving custody of community collections with their creators. Institutional partners provide leadership, mentoring, and support, while community partners appraise, select, process, arrange, and describe. This article describes the distributed archives model, examines its advantages and disadvantages, and discusses it in relationship with an increased awareness of social justice concerns in archives, postcustodialism, and shared authority over appraisal between community collection creators and archivists.

While the archival profession has become increasingly sophisticated and has made enormous strides in making historical materials more accessible through new technologies and descriptive standards, it is important that it not forget the smaller, nonprofessional repositories that are also stewards of important archival collections. A more inclusive approach will help to ensure that the full range of the nation’s documentary heritage is preserved and accessible.¹

Introduction

Archives that serve institutions like colleges, universities, and historical societies frequently develop and acquire collections from their local communities; however, even those with a strong community collecting mission encounter problems. First, constrained resources in the archives mean community and institutional collections compete for development attention, staff time, and shelf space. Second, because some community members may be reluctant to entrust their historical materials to institutional archives, their collections are potentially lost to future researchers. Some solutions to these two problems lead to a third problem concerning how archivists conceive of their profession. Tension exists between, on the one hand, traditional selection and appraisal practices that center archivists’ professional knowledge and, on the other hand, calls for shared authority, archival social justice, and noncustodialism that urge archivists to involve community members more deeply in appraisal and disposition decisions regarding their own historical materials.
This article presents the distributed archives model as one potential solution to all three problems. The distributed archives model envisions multiple one-on-one partnerships between institutional archives and community partners. It relies on institutional archivists recognizing that because selection and appraisal decisions are acts of political power, they should thoroughly empower community holders of historical materials to make decisions concerning their own collections. In this model, archivists’ selection and appraisal duties change from making decisions with donor input to advising community partners who make final selection decisions themselves. The model also anticipates that institutional partners will provide information, training, and support to community partners. For their part, community partners are expected to preserve, secure, arrange, and describe their own historical materials and then share those descriptions with the institutional partner so that they can promote the collections to researchers.

The goal of the distributed archives model is to identify, preserve, and make available community collections that might otherwise remain unknown and to overcome community reluctance to work with institutional archives. Furthermore, it is designed for small institutional repositories that have little support or funding for outreach. Preserving and making accessible historical materials are important because the archival record, though not the sole prolegomenon of history, is a significant one. Yet, the archival record is incomplete. While institutional archivists take seriously their duty to provide access to their collections, even when professionally staffed and well organized, institutional repositories contain silences in the form of unprocessed, underprocessed, obscured, or hidden collections. Similarly, a community’s history exists in its historical materials, but if institutional archives have silences and hidden collections, the community’s historical materials are frequently unknown beyond their holders and at risk of being unused by researchers or even lost. Whether communities identify themselves by shared geography, race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, occupation, or other characteristics, the loss of their documentation comes at a terrible price. For, as Michelle Caswell, Marika Cifor, and Mario Ramirez explain, to be absent from the archives is to be “symbolically annihilated” from the historical record.

Local communities are not the only ones that suffer when their collections are missing from the archives; so do the larger societies of which they are a part, the histories of which remain incomplete without them. Archivists are very aware of this, and, in service to the historical record writ large, institutional archives have helped document communities through custodial and noncustodial community documentation projects. As beneficial as these projects are, sustaining them is difficult in the face of shifting institutional mandates and without significant ongoing funding. What follows is not a case study; instead, this article discusses the field experience and archival literature that influenced the distributed archives model, describes the model as the authors envision it, and then explains how the model serves participating institutional and community partners as well as the archival profession itself. Though still speculative and only partially tested, the distributed archives model offers one way for small institutional archives to more thoroughly and equitably document the communities they serve.
Background of the Distributed Archives Model

The distributed archives model is informed by the authors’ experience at the Wiregrass Archives at Troy University Dothan Campus where they developed community collections in the face of physical isolation from other professionally managed archives, constricted resources, and good-natured but stubborn reluctance of potential donors. A branch of Troy University headquartered in Troy, Alabama, Troy University Dothan Campus serves fewer than a thousand primarily nontraditional students on a nonresidential campus. The City of Dothan (population 68,000) provides medical, commercial, and cultural services to almost 500,000 residents of southeast Alabama, southwest Georgia, and north Florida. Although Dothan has a number of entities and individuals who collect not only their own records but also historical materials from the community, the closest professionally staffed archives are in Thomasville, Georgia (93 miles away); Tallahassee, Florida (104 miles); and Montgomery, Alabama (107 miles). The archives at Tuskegee University, Auburn University, and Columbus State University (Georgia) are all also about 100 miles north of Dothan.

The Wiregrass Archives opened in 2002 as a joint project of the campus’s library and history department. It has three missions: to collect campus historical records, to collect community history (envisioned as a geographical community), and to coordinate information among similar organizations. For the first dozen years of its existence, it successfully developed collections among local institutions and prominent individuals. However, even after three moves and a quadrupling of shelf space, its staff still feel the pinch of insufficient resources to collect broadly and aggressively. In addition to lacking space to expand its physical collections, the Wiregrass Archives has no full-time staff members—its director works only two-thirds time in the archives and one-third in the history department—so successfully developing community collections presents challenges.

Despite these challenges, the Wiregrass Archives developed three projects to document groups that occupy prominent places in the local society—military veterans, churches, and families—and realized from them that, while many community members kept materials of importance for documenting the Wiregrass region’s history, they also kept the Wiregrass Archives at arm’s length. For example, beginning in 2003, the Wiregrass Archives partnered with the Library of Congress Veterans History Project. In collecting oral histories, the Wiregrass Archives determined that many local veterans had kept documentation of their service but were not yet ready to donate it. Similarly, in 2004–2006, the Wiregrass Archives created its “Wiregrass Rural Church Documentation Project” that located, photographed, and surveyed several hundred churches in three nearby counties. A second phase of the project revealed that church members and history committees had created many small but historically important collections. Similar to Wiregrass-area military veterans, these churches were not ready to donate their records to the archives. Then, in 2016, the National Endowment for the Humanities funded the archives’ Wiregrass Common Heritage Project, during which staff hosted two workshops and two community scanning days to collect digital surrogates of family
photographs and documents. Participants were willing to donate scans to the Wiregrass Archives, but all retained their treasured originals. The grant also allowed project staff to provide archival-quality envelopes, folders, and boxes to the participants hoping they would preserve those originals.6

Archives staff discovered that some community members are unable to part with photographs, documents, and artifacts because the physical materials provoke deep memories or are signifiers of community members’ identities; others are wary of either the Wiregrass Archives or Troy University; while others are uncomfortable with the idea of the archives itself. Although community members have long experience with libraries and even local history and genealogical rooms in public libraries, few have encountered institutional archives. Consequently, they have little appreciation for archives’ value as well as how archives can be important assets to their communities.7 Community suspicion and mistrust of institutional archives seem to be more common than one might expect. Melanie Delva and Melissa Adams write that some community members perceive archives and their home institutions as unfriendly, self-serving, or even predatory. This was the stumbling block to cooperation between the descendants of First Nations photographic subjects and the Anglican Provincial Synod of British Columbia and Yukon archives that took substantial effort to achieve.8 Rodney G. S. Carter writes that community members sometimes actively resist institutional archives, even going as far as “to act outside the archive, to subvert it, and not to concede to having power extended over them or their records.”9 Andrew Flinn and Mary Stevens similarly note that trust is a factor even among community collectors who partner with, or at least understand, the mission of the institutional archives: “Experience has made [community members and community archives] cautious . . . and they frequently maintain a strong sense of independence and autonomy in their decision-making and governance.”10

To remedy the local community’s reticence to donate their materials to the Wiregrass Archives, this article’s authors looked to the third part of the archives’ mission statement—coordinating information among similar institutions—and asked if achieving that goal would be possible by treating small holders of community collections as equal partners and reimagining the institutional archives’ role in collection development. If so, what might that interaction look like and how might institutional archives implement it? Pondering these questions while examining the archival literature about shared authority, social justice, documentation strategies, the community archives movement, and participatory archival projects led the authors to conceive of the distributed archives model.

Inspiration from the Archival Literature
Archivists, sensitive to changing academic research needs, became interested in documenting society beyond the politically, economically, and socially powerful with the rise of social history as a legitimate historical methodology in the 1960s and 1970s.11 In his then-startling presentation at the Society of American Archivists (SAA) annual meeting in 1970, social historian Howard Zinn called upon archivists to move beyond
gatekeeping and passive collecting from elites to actively documenting “the obscure lives of ordinary people in society.” Others repeated and expanded his challenge. In his 1975 article “The Archival Edge,” Gerald Ham called for active collecting and, though the activism of the 1970s died down by the early 1980s (in part because archivists began to accept active collecting as a professional practice), in 1986 the SAA Task Force on Goals and Priorities proposed archival changes that “could . . . give the profession’s mission and goals an interdisciplinary national focus . . . to move beyond planning for traditional organizational needs and to plan for the preservation of the historical record in a larger context.” In response, archivists devised theories and practices to begin documenting society more broadly and also to try to cope with the voluminous records being generated by government and established institutions. In 1981, Gerald Ham posited that repositories are too small to acquire all necessary institutional records and that archivists should therefore develop ways to understand and manage records more broadly. He called this the “post-custodial era,” which gave rise to a different way of imagining the relationship between archivists and documentary heritage. Larry Hackman, Joan Warnow-Blewett, Helen Samuels, and others also began to develop documentation strategies as practical solutions to the issues exposed by both archival activism and active documentation of communities. Hackman defines documentation strategy as “a plan to assure the adequate documentation of an ongoing issue, activity, function, or subject” implemented by a working group that consists of creators, archivists, records administrators, subject matter experts, and users. He also describes a detailed five-part plan for developing a documentation strategy: drafting the strategy, implementing the strategy by the group, implementing the strategy “by other parties,” reporting results, and reassessing the strategy. Helen Samuels describes a similar four-step process for documentation strategies: “(1) choosing and defining the topic to be documented, (2) selecting the advisors . . . , (3) structuring the inquiry and examining the form and substance of the available documentation, and (4) selecting and placing the documentation.” Both authors agree that the working group Hackman describes is the appropriate mechanism to conduct the documentation strategy.

Discussions led by Hackman, Warnow-Blewett, and Samuels at the 1984 SAA conference led to subsequent documentation strategy experiments in New England and the Boston area, western New York, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Early documentation strategy projects operated under administrative boards that included members from archives in physical proximity to each other—former competitors in collecting in their communities. This structure seemed designed to appease the archivists’ mutual wariness as much as it did to provide a workable mechanism to document the community. While early documentation strategy projects often exhausted their partners in unwieldy planning, they did yield a refinement called “functional analysis”—that is, appraising and selecting records not only based on the structure of institutions but also on the functions that institutions perform.

Functional analysis applies to both institutions and communities, for both have
functions that archivists can analyze and document. Although early documentation strategies fared poorly and the endeavor was often overwhelming, documentation strategy’s functional analysis, ideas of cooperation between archivists and community members, and interest in documenting a shared community found their way into the distributed archives model.\textsuperscript{19} Documentation strategies evolved in the 1990s, as Elizabeth Johnson notes, from a “set of procedures” to a “broader term for conscious documentary efforts conducted by archivists as an embodiment of archival activism.”\textsuperscript{20} Macroappraisal followed, most thoroughly articulated by Terry Cook and implemented by the National Archives of Canada. Macroappraisal looks beyond collecting a limited set of records toward capturing a larger universe of documentation spread across the face of society.\textsuperscript{21} Its concern about active collecting beyond traditional records and sharing authority through collaboration also informs the distributed archives model.

New voices have gone further than those of the 1970s and 1980s that called for active collecting, arguing that archivists have an affirmative duty to fill the archival silences they know exist so that neglected communities are represented in the historical records. Randall Jimerson became a foremost proponent of archival social justice with his 2007 article “Archives for All” and his 2009 book, \textit{Archives Power}. He argues that archives are sites of power and that archivists should use their power of selection and appraisal to benefit society at large. Furthermore, doing so is not detrimental to the profession’s operational standards.\textsuperscript{22} A decade later, Lae’l Hughes-Watkins referred directly to Jimerson, among others, in her case study of Kent State University’s Black Campus Movement Collection Development Initiative, which she states is a model for “reparative archives” to “decolonize traditional archives and [bring] historically oppressed voices in from the margins.”\textsuperscript{23} However, social justice as archival activism has had its critics. Mark Greene’s 2013 article-length review of Jimerson’s \textit{Archives Power} and his 2009 book, \textit{Archives Power}, and the social justice turn among archivists came from inside the profession. Greene posits that social justice exceeds the limits of archivists’ “professional purposes” and threatens “both our ethical standing and our power.”\textsuperscript{24} These are legitimate concerns, especially as archivists suffer from austerity in the wake of the Great Recession, COVID-19 closures, and ongoing disregard for the value of archives as a public good.

More influential on the distributed archives model than either Greene’s critique or Jimerson’s concept of social justice is a 2008 assessment of Jimerson’s “Archives for All” article. “Katie,” a partially anonymous MLIS graduate student posting at the \textit{Social Justice Librarian} blog, criticizes Jimerson for not going far enough. She agrees with his overall thrust, but notes that he limited his call to merely “creating more collections that document people of color” rather than expanding into other underrepresented communities. Katie calls for more discussion of “democratizing participation with archival materials” and opens a door toward strategizing about “the power imbalances when outsider archivists decide what records to collect and describe; of the ethics of removing collections from creating communities and placing them in elite institutions.”\textsuperscript{25} Katie has compellingly articulated the ethical stance of the distributed archives model in that the model’s proposed one-on-one partnerships and role delineations are designed to
The work of the community archives movement did much to address this concern about outsider archivists and the relationship between communities and institutional archives. In doing so, it, too, influences the distributed archives model. In 2009, Andrew Flinn, Mary Stevens, and Elizabeth Shepherd defined community archives in the United Kingdom as “grassroots projects and initiatives . . . dedicated to recording and preserving the memories and histories of different communities” and later as “collections of material gathered primarily by members of a given community and over whose use community members exercise some level of control.” Community archives can range in size and complexity, and some examples include large institutions like the Japanese American National Museum and LBGTQI+ activist-operated archives like that of rukus! in the United Kingdom, as well as digital collections like the South Asian American Digital Archives and even the Centre of Memory at the Nelson Mandela Foundation. Rebecka Taves Sheffield’s case studies of four LBGTQI+ community archives—Los Angeles’s June L. Mazer Lesbian Archives and its ONE Archives, Brooklyn’s Lesbian Herstory Archives, and Toronto’s The ArQuives: Canada’s LGBTQ2+ Archives (formerly the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives)—demonstrate an evolution among community archives that is important to the distributed archives model. Each emerged informally from marginalized communities that struggled continually to define community membership. Over time, each built an institution that was part of their engagement with the gay liberation movement. Each collected materials that they believed documented their community’s experience and grew into more formal institutions with fractious boards of directors. When their communities became more mainstream and the leaders of these archives aged, which Sheffield calls “deradicalization,” they employed different strategies to sustain their legacies. Some of these community archives allied with university archives, while others remained autonomous.

Sheffield’s case studies show that community archives tend to share three characteristics. First, they have, to a greater or lesser degree, a governing body with one or more champions who lead in identifying, preserving, and providing access to collections; second, they bring collections together into a central repository; and third, they spring from the milieu of their community often without regard to the practices of the archival profession. Community archives differ from institutional archives in their mission, organization, management of operations, and funding, but they are the same in that they take custody of collections and place them under centralized appraisal (even if various stakeholders have collaborated to create appraisal standards). The distributed archives model rejects both because they do not go far enough to solve the problem of shared authority for appraisal and responsibility for preservation. For example, while it is true that a community archives’ governing board represents more of the community than does an institutional archivist, a governing board still has “insiders” who are empowered to make decisions and “outsiders” who are not. The central repository is similarly unsuitable for the distributed archives model because it requires removing collections from the creators’ control. The distributed archives model does accommodate the

rebalance power between institutional archives and “outsider archivists” (community partners), and to leave collections with the “creating communities.”
third characteristic of community archives, which Sheffield calls “archival optimism” and defines as “the notion that we engage collectively in archival work because we have a sense of confidence in the future that will recognize the shared heritage that we build. . . .” Individuals and small institutions demonstrate “archival optimism” when they collect their own historical materials and the distributed archives model leverages that positive emotion.

Strikingly similar to the distributed archives model is one project that brought together existing community archives to uncover their previously hidden collections for researchers. The Historical Society of Pennsylvania’s Hidden Collections Initiative for Pennsylvania Small Archival Repositories (HCI-PSAR) began in 2011 as a five-year Andrew W. Mellon Foundation–funded project to identify and enhance researcher access to small repositories around Philadelphia. The five-member project staff created a directory of 160 repositories, surveyed their collections, created what they called “summary finding aids” for 1,300 collections, and posted those to a single website. Staff also provided copies of the finding aids to the repositories along with processing plans for collections not yet ready for finding aids. Additionally, staff offered training, a website of resources for small archives, ongoing social media contact, and information on archival management and preservation practices. However, the project did not appraise, process, or digitize collections and limited its selecting activities to choosing appropriate collections to describe, leaving appraisal and accessioning to its community partners. Other characteristics of the HCI-PSAR are dissimilar to the distributed archives model, particularly its scale. Relying on grant funds to hire staff members to do the survey, collection assessment, description, and training work for five years erects barriers to leadership by institutional archives that have insufficient capacity to administer such grants. Additionally, the HCI-PSAR’s community partners had to be established nonprofit organizations with “historically significant archival collections,” though how the project determined historical significance is unclear. Nevertheless, the HCI-PSAR is an extraordinary and laudable postcustodial community archives project that operates at an exceptional scale and level, and some of its characteristics appear in the distributed archives model.

An even more radical departure from traditional archival practices are participatory archives projects. In 2007, Katie Shilton and Ramesh Srinivasan described projects of participatory appraisal, arrangement, and description in which archivists collected with communities rather than for them. They state that professional archivists should conduct appraisal “in collaboration with community members . . . [for] the chance to assess the value of community records as the community understands them” and cite the Southeast Asian Archives at University of California Irvine and the Chicano Studies Archives at UCLA as models of this approach. Similarly, the University of Texas (UT) Libraries developed a participatory archives project without declaring it as such. For its Human Rights Documentation Initiative, the libraries digitized large, far-flung collections in situ, recognizing that “records creators are experts on their own records [and that] the traditional archival model disempowers record creating communities by removing the materials from their oversight and expertise.” They also collaborated
with their six-partner community—Free Burma Rangers, Guatemalan National Police Historical Archives, Kigali Genocide Memorial of Rwanda, Museo de la Palabra y la Imagen in El Salvador, the Texas After Violence Project, and WITNESS in the United States—to develop metadata standards that work for the libraries but are tailored to the needs of each partner. The scale and cost of the project designed to digitize and make available 10 million documents are beyond the capacity of most archives, which makes its components difficult to include in the distributed archives model. Nevertheless, the UT project demonstrates the possibilities of collaboration among equals toward distributed preservation and description that fits the distributed archives model well.34

In his case studies on two other participatory digital projects, Isto Huvila defines participatory archives as having “decentralized curation, radical user orientation, and contextualization of both records and the entire archival process.” 35 In the Saari Manor and Kajaani Castle projects, Huvila and his team brought together digital documents from scattered repositories and individuals to build and manage an archives “as a self-steering system like a crowd . . . [with] special emphasis on the collaborativeness and conversationality of archive building.”36 As Huvila sees it, while a single organization hosts the digital components of the project, information managers provide technical support, while the donors, acting as a community, appraise and select collections for the corpus of the archives. In this model, the community is an “actor, and the archives will be based on a consensual community ontology . . . set within a theoretical framework based on archival science.”37 Huvila also defines “radical user orientation” in participatory archives as privileging “usability and findability” of documents over preservation imperatives that limit access. He envisions a collaborative yet still centralized appraisal policy alongside a distributed network of records with digital surrogates or their links gathered into a central web portal maintained by the host institution, while the originals remain with community creators and collectors.38

Although community and participatory archives enhance the way archivists document communities, they still encounter the difficult problem of community members’ reluctance to work with the institutional archives. The key to enhancing community trust, and its members’ willingness to participate in preserving and making their records available, is to recognize that appraisal, selection, and custodianship are profoundly political acts that involve the exercise of power.39 In choosing what their repositories retain and exclude, archivists exercise power over the materials that record or evoke a community’s memory, presence, and identification. Once archivists fully recognize that selection and appraisal establish power and authority over the historical record, armed with the imperative to document society from the bottom up, they can take the next step of sharing that authority. However, professionally educated archivists have significant investments in the standards that guide them in making appraisal decisions. For this reason, selection and appraisal standards can perform a gatekeeping function that establishes and protects the profession’s intellectual authority. Fashioning authority through education in a body of knowledge, standards, and practices is, after all, one of the important purposes served by the professionalization of knowledge-based occupations throughout the twentieth century.40 However, exercising that authority only from the place of
professional practice erects barriers between the archives and the community. Therefore, to accomplish “their cultural mission as social memory keepers” within a community, archivists should share authority equally with records creators and donors.41

Description of the Distributed Archives Model

The distributed archives model operates through individual partnerships between institutional archives that have a strong community documentation mission and resource constrained community partners who want to preserve their collections and make them accessible, but who want even more to retain authority over appraisal and custody. Although not a panacea or a “one-size-fits-all” solution to archival collection development in communities, the distributed archives model is flexible enough that it might be an attractive arrangement for both partners.

In traditional practice, institutional archivists develop collections from community members, then acquire physical custody, legal ownership, and copyright over the collections. At some point, the archivists appraise the collections according to their own institutional policies and professional best practices, accession them, preserve them, and make them accessible with modest input from the donors. The distributed archives model, however, directly addresses the issue of the political power of archival appraisal by overtly sharing authority over and responsibility for appraisal, selection, and custodianship. The model is a formalized but not rigid partnership between an institutional archives and community partners, with appraisal decisions residing with the latter. The distributed archives model also presupposes that community partners have some kind of physical repository and at least one person empowered to make decisions about the documents in their possession. Examples of potential partners in a community defined by geographical proximity, for instance, are individuals, family historians, churches, small businesses, nonprofits, social groups, civic clubs, and community service organizations. Their repositories can be as small as a single computer on which they generate born-digital records or a box containing personal papers and photographs, or it can be as large as a dedicated file room like those that church historical committees sometimes maintain.

Once an institutional archives decides to establish a distributed archives, it begins by selecting potential community partners. Although many ways to select partners exist, examples from documentation strategy approaches provide a tool: functional analysis at the community level. Because a distributed archives can begin with a single agreement between an institutional archives and a community partner, a community functional analysis can begin small and grow organically. That single partnership will cover a portion of the documentation of a community function, and the functional analysis can expand as the institutional archives develops capacity and establishes more partnerships. Furthermore, regardless of how institutional archivists define the community they want to document (e.g., geographical, topical, or organizational), many community functions, and thus partners, are obvious. For example, to begin documenting a geographical community’s religious life, the institutional archives can enlist potential partners from...
churches and other religious organizations one at a time. To document family life, it can enlist individuals and family historians. To document economic life, it can enlist a single business or economic nonprofit like a regional development commission. A cursory look at the institutional archives’ existing community collections will also reveal gaps and silences that provide leads to community functions and potential partners. While an institutional archives might traditionally have developed and taken custody of community collections to fill those gaps, the distributed archives model seems more likely to reduce community resistance and to reveal difficult-to-access collections.

Because a distributed archives consists of one-to-one partnerships, each one can be customized, depending on the concerns and capacities of the participants. Here, written memoranda of understanding are useful to delineate each party’s role as well as its agreed-upon commitments to the partnership and to one another. Institutional archivists must be aware of their own operating rules and capacity for taking on such work before obligating themselves to avoid overcommitting themselves. A written memorandum of understanding, even if it is not an enforceable contract, has advantages over an oral agreement in that it has symbolic power that makes it difficult to ignore in the near term and more likely to encourage the signatories’ successors to feel bound by it in the long term.

**Role of Institutional Partners in the Distributed Archives Model**

In a distributed archives partnership, the institutional partner provides training, leadership, and mentoring to community partners. Training can be in the craft of archives much like an archivist does with repository volunteers or interns. To be effective, this training should be more formalized than is usual with volunteers, because even short physical distances between the distributed archives partners make it difficult to supervise and adjust day-to-day activities. Institutional partners can provide training by hosting workshops in the basics of archival practice (a good way to recruit more community partners), conducting consultations, and making site visits. Training should address environmental conditions, disaster preparedness, processing, arrangement, description, and reference. It should also include standards as well as products, remembering that the community partners’ ability to commit money, time, and effort is likely to be much lower than that of the professional staff at the institutional archives. Training in best practices for born-digital management, preservation, and access can also be provided as needed in the same way as training in managing analog collections.

Institutional partners will do well to factor in differentials in community partner capacity when considering the long-range nature of archival work. This is to say that institutional archives are ongoing enterprises with ever-expanding bodies of collections and staff who keep up with professional best practices and the archival literature. In the experience of the authors working with potential community partners, those partners are much smaller than the institutional archives, have significantly fewer resources, and have not yet acquired professional best practices and behaviors. Similarly, the vision of community partners tends to be finite and extends little beyond their own collections.
They seek craft knowledge to identify, appraise, preserve, and provide access to their materials. While some are willing to acquire at least a basic understanding of the larger concepts of archival work, expecting community partners to view archival work in the same way institutional archivists might is counterproductive.

Institutional partners also promote a vision of the entire enterprise and how community partners fit into it; provide leadership by keeping the shared enterprise moving forward while working with each community partner; provide mentorship by recognizing that each community partner has particular strengths and weaknesses and by assisting them to enhance the former and reduce the latter.

One of the most important institutional partner responsibilities is offering resource- and consciousness-raising ideas and activities. Community partners often have some fund-raising experience, but they also have insufficient capacity to find and secure grants or execute funded projects. When dealing with in-house resource providers, such as a church history committee might ask of its leadership, community partners might not be able to “sell” the idea of spending money to preserve their collections. The professional archivist, as the institutional partner, generally has the education and vision to articulate the mission of the larger project to the community partners’ resource providers and to advocate for funding the archival functions required to properly maintain the community partner’s historical materials. If institutional archivists are not the most politically appropriate voices to directly advocate for larger in-house appropriations or to raise outside funds, they can advise community partners in specific fund-raising activities, including writing grants, devising fund- and friend-raising campaigns, and using existing collections to create promotional resources. In addition, larger institutions often have grant-seeking offices from which the institutional partner can enlist assistance to support the overall distributed archives or any particular partnership within it.

Maintaining archival collections is expensive, whether the historical materials are analog or born digital. For analog collections that, until recently, have made up most community partners’ holdings, both environmental controls and archivally sound housing might be beyond the community partner’s fiscal ability. Such expense is reduced by buying at wholesale prices, but few community partners need or can afford to buy preservation supplies in bulk. Institutional partners certainly cannot donate preservation supplies, but they might be able to assist community partners in purchasing collection housing materials. Various potential approaches present themselves, such as institutional partners arranging joint purchasing efforts between community partners and suppliers, or reselling archival housing at cost. But institutional partners must think carefully before pursuing extra-institutional purchases or sales that can teem with legal, ethical, and logistical problems, and they should research such options thoroughly before including them in memoranda of understanding.

Born-digital collections pose their own problems and opportunities. Community partners might be intimidated or completely unfamiliar with ways of preserving born-digital collections. But addressing these issues during partnership negotiations and training
can raise partners’ awareness of the challenges of preserving digital records and can even clear a path for the partners to effectively manage their current records, regardless of format. Similarly, many partners who are uncomfortable with using computers may be tempted to keep every record they generate because they do not know how to prioritize the importance of digital information. Fortunately, they may also already rely on technical experts for advice and to fix computer problems. For this reason, partners may be more willing to accept archivists’ records management expertise when discussing disposition of digital records than when discussing analog records.

Finally, because community partners often have limited ways to make their collections discoverable and accessible to researchers, the institutional partner should establish a central research portal to the community partners’ collections. This might be as simple as a paper listing of community partners’ collections or as involved as a digital database with search fields that comply with archival descriptive standards. Again, as with all archival tasks, community partners might be far less able to absorb the work of describing and providing access to their collections, so institutional partners should plan to incorporate some of these tasks into their own workflows. The establishment of a central portal, however, does not preclude direct access by researchers into community partners’ collections and should not become a gatekeeping mechanism. Rather, institutional partners can assist researchers with access to distributed collections in a manner similar to the way they provide access to their own collections.

Role of Community Partners in the Distributed Archives Model

Like institutional partners, community partners also have responsibilities to their communities and organizations, their records, the project, and potential researchers. Foremost among these is that they should establish and be willing to provide ongoing support for a limited archival program for their historical materials. This idea might seem out of place, for surely community partners already have such programs. But in the authors’ experience, some prospective community partners are unwilling to commit time or resources to properly process, arrange, describe, and preserve their collections, and they may end up taking advantage of the institutional partner by steering it toward establishing a repository for, rather than with, the community partner. In such a case, the institutional partner would be better served by developing that community partner’s collections for traditional custody within an archival institution.

On the other hand, one should not expect a small community partner to provide perpetual resources for even the smallest archival program. Community partners’ home organizations may fail. Businesses go bankrupt, churches close their doors, nonprofits stop work, and communities dissolve. As anyone who collects family papers knows, families often toss out old materials when the family historian passes away. For this reason, well-considered succession planning is the responsibility of both partners. Community partners may possibly, even likely, not consider the mechanics of long-term maintenance of their historical materials, so one of the greatest services the institutional partner can perform is to initiate serious conversations about planning for inevitable changes in the
community partner’s organizational leadership structure. Succession decisions could include transferring the community partner’s collection to the institutional archives, but whatever plan emerges, it should become part of the memorandum of understanding between the two partners.

A community partner’s collection caretaker often becomes its champion by virtue of their significant emotional, physical, and sometimes financial investment in collecting and preserving their organization’s or community’s historical materials. In an example of this, Andrea Copeland discusses two archival champions and “keepers of history” who sustained the historical records of Indianapolis’s 180-year-old Bethel AME Church. Frances C. Stout served as caretaker of the church’s records from the 1940s until 2004, with Olivia McGee-Lockhart succeeding her from 2004 to 2017. They assembled and maintained the materials that document Bethel’s organization, its important place in the surrounding community, and even its history in the Underground Railroad and the founding of the NAACP. When Stout turned Bethel’s archives over to McGee-Lockhart, she was adamant that the collection must never leave the building because she feared it would be disbursed or absorbed by an institution that would not support it as she had. But McGee-Lockhart had to reconsider this approach when it became obvious that Bethel had to move from its longtime home in downtown Indianapolis. She worked with Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) for more than two years to ensure the collection found an appropriate home, and she led efforts to secure funds to move and digitize it.42

The example of Bethel AME Church demonstrates that sometimes archival champions can pass along their passion with their collections, and other times they cannot. When a community partner can no longer care for its collection, the institutional partner can become the repository of last resort. To postpone the severance of records and manuscript collections from their creators until those creators are comfortable parting with the materials is one of the advantages of the distributed archives model enjoyed by the institutional partner. But, until the community partner donates its materials to the institutional archives, the best path for it to follow is to implement, as much as possible, archival standards for preservation and access as well as to devise a succession plan for long-term care of the collection. The distributed archives model encourages both.

When community partners sign up for a distributed archives agreement, they should negotiate a comfortable level of cooperation with the institutional partner and be able to make a good faith effort to apply best practices in technical matters. This mirrors the institutional partner’s role in providing training and mentorship. Agreeing to cooperate and accept guidance in best practices ensures that community partners do not take advantage of the institutional partner. This might mean accepting some difficult suggestions from the institutional partner. For its part, the institutional partner should recognize that inadequate resources can thwart even the most well-intentioned attempts to follow best practices and should anticipate and respond accordingly to the community partners’ needs. Additionally, community partners should commit to submitting adequate descriptions to the central research portal maintained by the institutional
partner. Furthering this and their commitments to follow the most acceptable preservation practices, the community partners should send, to the best of their ability, a representative such as a staff member or volunteer to training sponsored by the institutional partner. This is another area of negotiation. Training could encompass multiple sessions and days, thereby straining the community partners’ resources and commitment to the project. For this reason, institutional partners should plan alternative and flexible delivery methods for training.

Advantages of the Distributed Archives Model

The distributed archives model offers benefits to community and institutional partners while addressing archivists’ concerns about advocacy, democracy, and social justice. The most important benefit to community partners, which is also the reason to create a distributed archives, is that doing so secures the communities’ histories and identities through better documentation. Other practical benefits accrue to community partners when they are better able to protect their own collections and fit them into the overall documentary record of the larger community. Community partners benefit by receiving training in best practices in preservation, description, and access, as well as a way to promote their collections to researchers who might not otherwise be aware of them. Institutional partners also benefit from the distributed archives model in several ways. First, distributed archives can help institutions fulfill their own missions to document their communities, especially when they have limited space or difficulty developing community collections. Second, institutional partners benefit because community partners do their own processing, arranging, and describing, thus helping manage possible backlogs of community documentation. Furthermore, community partners have more intimate knowledge than do institutional partners of their communities’ structures and organizations, especially difficult-to-document informal structures. Such knowledge reduces the time required to research and articulate historical sketches and scope notes for community collection finding aids. The distributed archives model also makes it easier for institutional partners to identify other community functions to document. Finally, institutional archives benefit from increased community partner interaction and the development of trust. Eventually, the partners should develop a succession plan and, if the model leads to sufficient trust, community partners are more likely than before to eventually donate their collections to institutional partners.

Beyond its benefits to the partners, distributed archives offer advantages to archival advocacy, democracy, and social justice. By sharing archival practices, sensibilities, and responsibilities beyond the walls of the institutional repository, distributed archives provide more people in the community with a connection to archival work through direct participation. Such a connection and the relationships between the institutional and community partners lead to more and better advocates for the overall mission of archives and for local archival institutions. Because community partners have a stake in protecting their institutional partners, they can also become a base of support and advocacy for the institutional partner. Both partners also have a stake in maintaining historical documentation of the community that otherwise might not be identified,
preserved, or made available, thereby preserving a much broader history than might be otherwise. This serves democracy and social justice by reducing “symbolic annihilation” of the community and its members. Community partners decide for themselves, with advice from the institutional partner, what aspects of their own histories are valuable to document and what historical materials fill their needs. Communities, institutions, and people who are traditionally underrepresented in archival collections stand a better chance of finding their documentation—and therefore their own history—well preserved if they or their representatives directly appraise, select, preserve, and describe their own materials.

Disadvantages of the Distributed Archives Model

On the other hand, distributed archives have potential disadvantages that archivists must consider before participating. The first is the potential of the distributed archives to validate amateurism and privilege craft over professional knowledge in the archives. In today’s do-it-yourself, watch-a-YouTube-to-learn-how-to-do-something world, people frequently think they need only a little informal training to do a good job. Although the skills to accomplish basic archival tasks, especially preservation tasks, are not difficult to acquire, a lack of understanding of the larger archival mission can lead to the loss of records due to faulty preservation work. A related issue is the potential to lose track of collections over time because they are not under the direct control of a single, professionally managed repository. If the leader of a community partner leaves their position, they might not be replaced. If they are replaced, the new leader might have very different ideas about what is and is not appropriate to preserve, or whether preserving historical materials is important at all. Professional archivists leave their repositories too, but their own and their successors’ professional education provides a continuity of policy and best practice that makes poor decisions about deaccessioning less likely. Community partners rarely share such training and might be motivated by other considerations when assessing their existing collections. If negotiated into the memorandum of understanding, the fate of a community partner’s collections in such circumstances should be more secure.

Community partners can also run into problems with acceptance of archival ethics that they have neither the professional education nor the support system to navigate. Self-interested parties can potentially skew collecting among the community partners, just as an institutional archives might. Political pressure to accept items and collections—or to destroy them—is also a well-known problem going back as far as Sir Hilary Jenkinson’s explanation of the role of the archivist in appraisal, and it has been well documented in the archival literature. To be successful, the distributed archives model relies on the resources of community partners, which can put irresistible pressure on them to skew their collecting to benefit the interests of their funders or home institutions. Furthermore, as much as they might understand the ethical problems with politically influenced collecting, community partners might not have sufficient cachet to resist. Preventing or countering problematic political pressure on community partners comes by establishing trust, support, and openness that provide assistance in ethical behavior to any partner.
The Distributed Archives Model under such pressure. The most significant ethical stumbling block in managing a distributed archives is sharing appraisal authority. Community partners retain control over their own collections and make their own appraisal decisions, which empowers them to determine the documentation that adequately preserves their own history. However, institutional partners might disagree with community partners’ choices because they have very different ideas about what constitutes value. In such circumstances, the appraisal relationship between community partners and institutional partners can become fraught.

Even more difficult for the institutional partner is that appraisal lies at the core of archivists’ professional identity. Like most professions, archivists define themselves in part through their specialized knowledge, at the center of which are appraisal theory and practices. That knowledge provides archivists with authority and power. That authority is not just a matter of intellectual pride; as with all knowledge professions, it makes their occupation viable. To protect their viability, archivists sometimes raise barriers to occupational entry, training, and positions. The distributed archives model, however, asks professional archivists to share their authority over selection and appraisal. Sharing authority is sharing power. A skeptic might claim that sharing appraisal authority will weaken archives as an occupation. While it might, it does so under the control of the institutional partner and in service to the greater good of society.

Conclusion: Is the Distributed Archives Model Worth the Risk?

Despite its potential pitfalls, the distributed archives model is both achievable and worth the risk and effort required to be successful and mutually beneficial. Ultimately, it can provide research access to a community’s collections as well as deliver all the benefits to underserved groups that accrue from “representational belonging,” thus serving the goals of social justice. Because distributed archives require institutional partners to share authority over appraisal decisions concerning the community’s historical records—and even to expand the notion of what constitutes those records—it also democratizes archival practice. Consequently, the distributed archives model can serve the needs of the community and of social justice better than does current custodial practice. Expanding the reach of the archives into the community and sharing authority over the profession’s most foundational theory and practice are risky, but the practical political payoff is that community partners become empowered with a greater stake in the overall archival endeavor.

This article has sought to convince institutional archives of the efficacy of building a noncustodial distributed archives as an adjunct to developing custodial collections from communities. It also has laid out a particular organizational model as well as considerations the institutional archives should bear in mind when creating a distributed archives. Some of these are practical, such as how to envision individual partnerships, the responsibilities of each partner, and the steps required to implement the model. Others are ideological, such as the politics of appraisal and of sharing authority in an
effort to advance social justice. Whether realized on a large or small scale, the distributed archives model is just one adjunct to traditional collection development by which institutional archives can better fulfill their community-documenting missions.
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